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ALIGNMENT OF AI



ALIGNMENT OF LLMS

‣ AI Alignment (Russell, 2019; Gabriel, 2021): How to get AI 
applications to produce outputs which are consistent with 
human values. 
‣ For instance: Don’t kill us. 
‣ But also: Be a responsible conversational partner. 



ALIGNMENT OF LLMS

‣ Foundational models (e.g. GPT4) produce a probability 
distribution for bits of text. 

‣ Likely bits of text are not necessarily bits of text we like.
‣ Reinforcement learning due to human feedback (RLHF) makes 

such bits of text more likeable. 



FINE-TUNING OF LAMDA (GOOGLE)











ALIGNMENT OF BARD

‣ Types of content (e.g. health & safety claims, financial advice)
‣ Style (politeness, obscenity etc.)
‣ “Bias” (i.e. discriminatory against marginalized groups)
‣ Epistemic status (falsity, conspiracy theories etc.)



QUESTIONS

‣ What should the criteria of alignment be? 
‣ What are good processes of determining them? 
‣ Who should decide? 
‣ How should the appropriate criteria be implemented in RLHF?



NORMS OF ASSERTION

Assertions: Speech acts by means of which we share beliefs. 
Q: In what epistemic condition must a speaker be to assert p?



KEY QUESTION

‣ When can you make a certain claim p? (e.g. ‘It’s raining in 
Paris.’) 



ACCOUNTS

‣ Belief: Assert that p only if you believe that p. 
‣ Bach 2008, Bach & Harnish 1979



ACCOUNTS

‣ Belief

‣ Justified Belief: Assert p only if you have a justified belief that p. 
‣ Douven 2006, Lackey 2007; Kneer, 2018, 2021



ACCOUNTS

‣ Belief

‣ Justified Belief

‣ Truth: Assert that p only if p is true. 
‣ Weiner 2005; cf. also Dummett 1959



ACCOUNTS

‣ Belief

‣ Justified Belief

‣ Truth

‣ Knowledge: Assert that p only if you know that p. 
‣ Williamson, 1996, 2002, Brandom 1998, DeRose 1996, Adler 

2002, Hawthorne 2003, Garcia-Carpintero, 2004, Turri 2011, 
Benton 2011
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NORMS OF ASSERTION

mere belief knowledgetruthjustified belief
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WILLOW TIT

‣ 70 % of predator calls are false
‣ Haftorn, 2000, Behavior



mere belief certainty
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WILLOW TIT

true belief



WILLOW TIT

‣ Low standard of ‘assertion’
‣ ‘Better safe than sorry’ (?)
‣ Not helpful to call only when certain



NORMS OF HUMAN ASSERTION



GAME PLAN



GAME PLAN



SCENARIO

TRUE FALSE

Bob has a friend, Jill, who has driven a Buick for many years. A Buick is an 
American car. Bob therefore thinks that Jill drives an American car. 

Jill still drives a Buick. Unbeknownst to Bob, Jill now drives a 
Mercedes.



SCENARIO

Q1: Should Bob say Jill owns an American car? (Yes/No)
Q2: Is it true that Jill owns an American car? (Yes/No)



FACTIVITY

The vast majority considers a false
yet justified belief as assertible.

461 (495)
252 40

Kneer, 2021: Norms of assertion in the US, Japan & Germany, PNAS



GAME PLAN



GAME PLAN



SCENARIO

JUSTIFIED UNJUSTIFIED

At the airport, a woman asks Carlos at which gate the flight to Paris leaves. 
He checks the monitor and says “It leaves at gate 24”. 

The monitor says the only flight to 
Paris leaves from gate 24. (justified)

Carlos can’t find the flight, but has a 
vague hunch it’ll leave from gate 24. 

(unjustified)



SCENARIO

Q1: Do you think Carlos should have said that p? (Yes/No)
Q2: Do you think that Carlos's belief that p was justified? (Yes/No)



JUSTIFICATION

The vast majority considers 
justification as a requirement for
assertability.

575 (596)
310 41

Kneer, 2021: Norms of assertion in the US, Japan & Germany, PNAS



RESULTS

✗ ✗ ✗
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AI ASSERTION



SCENARIO

Ken [human/AI-driven robot] is behind the tourist information desk. Su asks 
for the address of the post-office. Ken says the post-office is on Church Street. 

Justified true belief Justified false belief

The post-office was always on Church 
street and still is. 

The post-office was always on Church 
street but moved away this morning. 

Q: Was it appropriate for Ken to say that the post-office is on Church street? 
(Yes/No)
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134 (149)
75 37

***

Replicates in several experiments (N>1200) across US, D, JP

Kneer, (in prep): Norms of assertion for AI
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HUMAN V. ROBOT



SCENARIO

JUSTIFIED UNJUSTIFIED

TRUE Flight in database. 
Leaves at Gate 24. 

Flight not in database. Left at Gate 
24 day before, though changes daily. 

Leaves at Gate 24.

FALSE Flight in database. 
Leaves at Gate 13. 

Flight not in database. Left at Gate 
24 day before though changes daily. 

Leaves at Gate 24.

A lady asks an [experienced employee/AI-driven service robot] at 
which gate the flight to Paris leaves. He says at Gate 24. 



RESULTS

*** *** *** * *** *** *** ***
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Kneer, (in prep): Norms of assertion for AI
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HUMAN V. ROBOT



SUMMARY

‣ Our normative expectations towards AI-driven interlocutors 
are more stringent than towards human interlocutors. 

‣ Tradeoffs? 



LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS

Lin et al. (2021). TruthfulQA: Measuring how models mimic human falsehoods. arXiv preprint arXiv:2109.07958.

Truthfulness and informativeness (reason-giving) 
are currently being re-negotiated.
Larger models less truthful yet more informative. 



SUMMARY

‣ Our normative expectations towards AI-driven interlocutors 
are more stringent than towards human interlocutors. 

‣ Tradeoffs: Epistemic status v. informativeness v. politeness?
‣ How to decide? Who is to decide? 

‣ Norm creep



Malle et al. (2015). Sacrifice one for the good of many? 
Proc. of ACM/IEEE Int. Conf. on HRI 

SACRIFICIAL DILEMMATA



48% deem killing 1 to save 4 wrong

Malle et al. (2015). Sacrifice one for the good of many? 
Proc. of ACM/IEEE Int. Conf. on HRI 

SACRIFICIAL DILEMMATA



48% deem killing 1 to save 4 wrong

13% deem killing 1 to save 4 wrong

Malle et al. (2015). Sacrifice one for the good of many? 
Proc. of ACM/IEEE Int. Conf. on HRI 

SACRIFICIAL DILEMMATA



NORM CREEP

‣ Norm Creep

‣ If our normative expectations differ 
across agent types (human v. AI), 
how to prevent norm creep from 
HRI into HHI? 
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HUMAN V. ROBOT



SUMMARY

‣ Our normative expectations towards AI-driven interlocutors 
are more stringent than towards human interlocutors. 

‣ Tradeoffs: Epistemic status v. informativeness v. politeness?
‣ How to decide? Who is to decide? 

‣ Norm creep: How to prevent inverse alignment (i.e. human 
behavior to HRI norms)? 



THANK YOU. 

Comments welcome: markus.kneer@gmail.com
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